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The purpose of this press release is to publicize the release of a new 
question-and-answer video.

The following questionnaire is designed to help you organize the most relevant 
information for this type of press release. Providing clear, concise, and informative 
answers will directly impact its quality. Whether your goal is to write the press release 
yourself or submit a fact sheet to a professional writer, take the time to organize and 
explain the facts of your development by answering these questions.

What’s The Safest Way To Use An Electronic Deli Slicer?

Questionnaire To Write A New Q&A Video Press Release

Video Title:

Home chefs and users of countertop electronic deli slicers.
Targeted Audience: 

winningkitcheninc.com/media.htm or youtube.com/channel/winningkitchenvids
Where The Viewer Can Watch:

What’s The Safest Way To Use An Electronic Deli Slicer?
Question(s) Addressed In the Video:

We distribute kitchen appliances and food preparation equipment from some of the most well-known and reputable manufacturers in the 
industry. We test many of these products to learn more about their features and help our customers make the right choice for their needs. 
The vast majority of equipment we carry is designed for semi-professional and experienced home cooks, but not necessarily those 
operating in the space of a restaurant or industrial kitchen. Counter-top electronic deli slicers are a popular product we sell, but they also 
need to be operated correctly to ensure safety. We wanted to address these points in a video.  

What Makes The Company Qualified To Provide Answers:

Users of electronic deli slicers and similar motorized equipment designed to automate slicing, peeling and cutting of various ingredients.
Who Will Be Most Interested In Learning The Answers:

Home chefs and small business owners need to feel confident using their equipment, and that means they need to feel safe using it. 
This video will help to understand how to safely use one of the most popular products we offer, so they get the great results they need to 
boost their skills and prepare fantastic food.

Quote From The Company On Why A Viewer Should Watch The Video:

Stephanie DiCello
Person Providing The Quote:

Product Testing And Marketing Specialist
Their Professional Title/Role: 

This is what readers should do if they want to find out more.

View this and other videos that show the many features of our products and how they can be used to get the most out of their capabilities.

Call To Action:

This headline will be submitted to news services. It must be straightforward and factual.

New Q&A Video From Winning Kitchen Inc. Helps Address Electronic Deli Slicer Operation And Safety

Formal Headline:

Winning Kitchen Inc. releases a new question & answer video to address the query, “What’s The Safest Way To Use An Electronic Deli 
Slicer?” and helps home chefs, cottage industry cooks, and food industry entrepreneurs feel more confident using their equipment.

Summary:

Company Name: Winning Kitchen Inc.

Website: www.winningkitcheninc.com

Target URL: 

www.winningkitcheninc.com/

media.htm



Winning Kitchen Inc. is an equipment and appliance distributor and product evaluator. They test and offer products that are 
designed for small professional kitchens and serious home chefs. Their company has become a trusted name in cooking 
equipment and an influential source of information for aspiring and accomplished cooks everywhere.    

BOILERPLATE

NEW Q&A VIDEO FROM WINNING KITCHEN INC. HELPS 
ADDRESS ELECTRONIC DELI SLICER OPERATION AND 
SAFETY

Winning Kitchen Inc. releases a new question & answer video to address the query, “What’s The Safest Way To Use An 
Electronic Deli Slicer?” and helps home chefs, cottage industry cooks, and food industry entrepreneurs feel more 
confident using their equipment.

Home chefs, cottage industry cooks, and food industry entrepreneurs need equipment that’s scaled to their current 
requirements. They also need to feel safe and confident using that equipment. To assist these users, Winning Kitchen Inc. 
is extending its expertise with a question & answer videos and has most recently addressed the query of how to safely use 
an electronic deli slicer.

To view this and other videos from Winning Kitchen Inc., visit winningkitcheninc.com/media.htm.

In tIn the new video “What’s The Safest Way To Use An Electronic Deli Slicer?”, viewers can learn how to correctly operate their 
countertop electronic deli slicer and similar motorized equipment designed to automate slicing, peeling, and cutting of 
various ingredients.

Winning Kitchen Inc. proves itself as a reliable source of information in answering this question through its experience in 
offering kitchen appliances and food preparation equipment from some of the most well-known and reputable 
manufacturers in the industry. The distributor has tested and examined many products to help its customers fully 
understand their features and make the choice.

TThe “What’s The Safest Way To Use An Electronic Deli Slicer?” question & answer video is specially catered to viewers who 
are preparing food as semi-professional and experienced cooks and who also need to feel secure in operating a popular 
but specialized piece of electronic equipment.

AAs to the new Q&A video, Stephanie DiCello, Winning Kitchen Inc.’s product testing and marketing specialist, expressed 
“Home chefs and small business owners need to feel confident using their equipment, and that means they need to feel 
safe using it. This video will help to understand how to safely use one of the most popular products we offer, so they get 
the great results they need to boost their skills and prepare fantastic food.”

WWinning Kitchen Inc. invites viewers to view “What’s The Safest Way To Use An Electronic Deli Slicer?” other videos that 
show the many features of its products and how they can be used to boost the capabilities of chefs and cooks who are 
working in small spaces.
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